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Tiered Networks Show Promise in
Increasing Value in Healthcare Spending
by Caitlin R. Ellis, MPA

T

here is an extensive movement within the healthcare arena to shift away from
volume-driven payment toward paying for care based on the value of services
provided. Health plans are zeroing in on innovative payment models and
benefit designs with the goal of promoting quality care, reducing costs and engaging
patients in care choices. The design of health plan provider networks is one key
component in the effort to achieve more value.
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Cost Containment Through Network Design
The Affordable Care Act (ACA) has encouraged healthcare payers to implement
various cost-containment strategies in an effort to remain as competitive as possible
on premiums.1 One such strategy is the use of narrow network plans. These plans
offer patients a limited choice of in-network providers, with strong financial incentives
to remain in network. By offering lower premiums, these plans have proven to be an
attractive option for cost-conscious consumers who are willing to trade broad provider
choice for the reward of lower premiums.
Health plans operating on the ACA insurance exchanges have embraced narrow
network plans. Seventy percent of plans sold on the exchanges in 2014 featured a
limited network, and their premiums were as much as 17% lower than those of plans
with broader networks.2 Research suggests that the narrowing of networks does not
lead to lower quality care or limit access to care,3 but some consumers have been
discouraged by the choice limitations.
Can Tiered Networks Contain Costs and Maintain Choice?
As an alternate strategy for controlling healthcare costs, some private health insurers
are opting to use tiered provider networks and differential cost sharing to steer
patients to providers determined to deliver high-quality care at a low price.
Tiered networks—much like formulary tiering for prescription drugs—designate groups
of providers into a ranking, or tier, based on the quality and cost efficiency of the care
provided. Providers that deliver care that is determined to be high quality and low cost
are assigned to the highest value tier, while providers evaluated as low quality and high
cost are assigned to the lower tiers.4
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W

hile breakthrough therapies for hepatitis C virus (HCV) and HIV have made these conditions much more
manageable for patients, specialty drugs alone can’t eradicate both the costs and risks associated with these
disease states. Numerous factors impact outcomes for these individuals, even those being treated with the newest,
most effective medications. These factors include comorbidities, alcohol and drug addiction, staging of the disease and
previous treatment history, as well as medication adherence challenges that can reduce the long-term impact of HIV and HCV
treatments.
Given the costs associated with drug treatment, overcoming these barriers must be a priority for any organization looking to
improve quality and outcomes within these at-risk population segments.
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